Abstract-A new probability distribution evolution algorithm (PDE) is proposed for inertial parameters identification of space target. Based on the conservation of angular momentum, the number of space target's inertial unknown parameters is reduced from 10 to 4 by using pseudo inverse operation. The pseudoinverse solution consistency in multiple groups status is proposed as the optimization evaluation index, and identification simulations are carried out using PDE. A evaluation strategy is given to significantly improve identification accuracy while a small increase of calculation consumption. The statistical results of identification simulation examples show that by only using angular momentum measurement data, the proposed PDE and strategy can achieve the high precision identification for the target inertial parameters with large range change. And PDE is equivalent to the optimization ability of typical evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GE) and differential evolution algorithm (DE).
INTRODUCTION
Space robot is an important direction of space technology development and can replace astronauts for kinds of on-orbit service and operation tasks, such as assembly, capturing, cleaning and maintenance [1] . When space robot captures or operates a cooperative/non-cooperative target, the inertia of the operation load, and coupled system of space robot and target changes suddenly [2] . So Accurate inertial parameters identification is one of the key technologies for capturing and operating space target reliably and stably [3] .
There are many inertial parameters identification methods for space target/robot today. In earlier studies, inertial parameters are successfully determined by the measurement of acceleration signal of robot joints and solving Newton-Euler equation of motion, but spaceborne booster is required to exert external force, which greatly increases fuel consumption [4] . Later, based on law of conservation of momentum and angular momentum researchers developed a identification method using the attitude and position change of leader-satellite with the manipulator joint drive and rotation [5] . With this method, Thai Chau Nguyen-Huynh etc. proposed a adaptive control approach by mass parameters identification [6] ; then on the base of this method, Ma O. etc. further investigated identification results under different conditions [7] and verified the method for identifying base inertial parameter through two space experiment [8] . The results of Ma O. etc. show that the identification result of this method has higher sensitivity to the measurement accuracy of linear velocity. Now the measurement accuracy of angle and angular velocity in space environment is relatively high (it can easily reach 10 -3 rad and 10 -5 rad/s), but the on-line measurement accuracy of linear velocity is not easy to improve [9] . Venkataraman S.T. etc. build a sample database by kinematic simulation and trained multilayer feedforward neural networks for real-time on-orbit identification [10] . But it requires the system to operate within the preselected sample range and is poor in adaptability.
In this paper, under normal operational conditions, inertial parameter identification of space target is completed without fuel consumption, linear momentum measurement and specific path planning of robot or robot joint constraint conditions. Using the angular momentum equation, inertial parameters identification problem for space target is reduced and modeled and pseudo inverse solution consistency is taken as the optimization index function. Then a new probability distribution evolution algorithm and evaluation strategy are proposed for inertial parameters identification of space target. The above are the main features different from other work [11] [12] [13] , and they basically used the error of prediction and measurement as optimization index function. Finally, the applicability of the proposed method will be analyzed.
II. SPACE ROBOT/TARGET COUPLED DYNAMIC MODEL
Assume that the object is the space robot consisting of a free-floating multijoint manipulator and its reference leadersatellite, and target to be captured. And the combination of them forms the space robot/target coupled dynamic model, as shown in Figure 1 . Where the external force exerted on the system is only gravity force, and the base (leader-satellite), manipulator joint/link, gripper and target are rigid bodies.
In the inertial system, the coupled system satisfies the following conservation of momentum and angular momentum. Where q is link number, mi is link mass, ri is centroid vector of link i, i I is the inertia matrix of link i with respect to centroid, i is angular velocity, P, L are system linear momentum and angular momentum respectively. When the initial angular momentum of the system is zero, kinematic equations of the system can be obtained as follow.
The following equation can be obtained. The captured target is seen as a fixed part of end link of the system, and its own coordinate direction is made the same as the system direction of link q; so the space robot/target coupled system still satisfies (1) and (2) under zero initial angular momentum condition.
III. IDENTIFICATION MODEL FOR SPACE TARGET

A. Identification Model and Reduction
By the measurement of motion angle and angular velocity of the manipulator joint and base, parameters identification of target mass mt, centroid position bt and moment of inertia It is completed without measuring linear velocity, as shown in (5) . Where the superscript denotes measured data.
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Assuming that initial centroid is taken as the origin of inertial system, from (3), (6) can be obtained, where
is the angular velocity of joint i with respect to joint i+1 in coordinates Fi. F0 is body coordinates of leadersatellite whose origin is at the centriod, Fi is body coordinates of link i whose origin is at hinge point of link i and link i-1 and z-axis is consistent with rotation axis of link i.
(j) Ak is transformation matrix from coordinates Fk to Fi, ai is component matrix (in coordinates Fi) of vector from Fi origin to link i centroid, bi is component matrix (in coordinates Fi) of vector from link i centroid to Fi+1 origin. (7). Equation (7) with 6 unknowns can be solved by adopting other equations shown in (8) . (tc) denotes the measured data at time tc. 
From (8), given mass and centroid position of end link (the captured target is seen as the fixed part of the end link), moment of inertia can be obtained through least square solution. Based on it, since the inertial parameters of manipulator end arm are known, moment of inertia can be calculated through given target mass and centroid position and parameters to be identified are reduced from 10 to 4, as shown in (9) .
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B. Evaluation Strategy and Function of Pseudo Inverse Solution Consistency
Note that from (8) , when there is a big difference between the given target mass, centroid position and the real value, the obtained least square solutions from data at different times have obvious difference; when the given value is closer to the real value, the smaller the solutions difference from different data is, the closer the solution is to the real. Based on the above characteristic, the evaluation function can be designed as follows. And the optimization objective is to make e reach minimum.
IV. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION EVALUTION ALGORITHM
This paper proposes an iterative rule, this rule is no longer constrained to rule simulation of evolution and group decision in nature. This paper proposes an iterative rule, and this rule is no longer constrained to rule simulation of evolution and group decision in nature. Through the statistics of parent population distribution, the offspring is generated with possible probability distribution and we call it probability distribution evolution (PDE).
PDE is a parallel direct search method. For the generation g of group size N ( 1, 2,..., g G = , G is total generations), the population individuals are distributed and evolved in the D dimension space to search the optimal target. Individuals in the initial population can generally be placed uniformly in the search space using uniform and random distributions. If the solution to the problem is a priori speculation, the initial population can also be placed using a normal distribution or other means. The basic process of PDE algorithm includes three steps: selection, mutation and competition.
Selection: Generate parent sets of the next generation from the selection of g-generation population. The number of parent sets 1 1 , ,..., x is allowed to exist in parent set, i.e. is the selection scaling factor to adjust the advantages of individuals with high fitness.
Mutation: generation of candidate offspring by probability distribution around parent. The generation of offspring is not generated by the hybridization of the parent or moving in a certain direction, but randomly generated in a certain region by the probability of distribution. The candidate offspring generated by a parent g k y satisfy the D dimensional Gauss distribution (12) . The size of the candidate offspring is the same as that of the population size N.
Where
λ ∈ is the mutation scaling factor to adjust the range of the Gaussian distribution and control the convergence rate of the algorithm. The larger the , the more dispersed the distribution of new particles generated by the seeds and the slower the convergence rate.
is the covariance matrix shown in (13) of g-generation population. 
V. EVALUATION STRATEGY
With large number of parameters to be identified but less available observations, the local minimum problem may be very prominent. And it is very easy to appear that under the evaluation index, some local minimum points have similar performance to the global minimum, then a small measurement error will have a significant impact on the identification results. In addition to the improvement of the iterative algorithm, an effective way to solve the problem of local minimum and global minimum is to increase the number of excitation-response data sets selected in the iterative search, so that the evaluation function can cover more various conditions of complex object. Although this method is directly effective but significantly improve the calculation consumption. To solve this problem, this paper presents an evaluation strategy described as follows.
After the PDE iterative search is completed, each individual in the last generation (G-generation) population is sorted in ascending order of the clinical historical optimum, and the former Nh (
, =1, 2,..., h u N )are taken to constitute the set to be filtered. The Nr group was selected as the composite evaluation sequence from the excitationresponse data group to ensure that the selected excitationresponse data in the screening evaluation sequence come from different excitation channel results and system state with larger difference. Equation (14) is used as final error of each
in the selection set, and the point
of minimum error is taken as the final identification result.
VI. EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS Space robot digital model is the leader-satellite equipped with a six joint manipulator, as shown in Figure 2 . Assume that the leader-satellite total mass is about 550kg, the manipulator mass is about 60kg. The random range of the experimental target parameters is shown in Table 1 . In examples, the population size is 500, the maximum evolutionary algebra is 50, is 1.5, and is 0.1. Example 1: Five sets of parameters to be identified are generated within the range of the preset parameters shown in Table 1 . The forward dynamic model (4) and the randomly generated multi-joint manipulator excitation generate the corresponding response output, and 2% random measurement error is added. Set value and identification results are in Table  2 . The convergence process of the identified population is shown in Figure 3 . From Figure 3 , with the increase of the number of iterations, the distribution evaluation value e of each generation population is rapidly reduced and the population distribution gradually converges. As can be seen from Table 2 , using the proposed evaluation method and PDE algorithm, high precision identification results can be obtained for the wide range of target inertial parameters. Figure 3 . Population distribution convergence process in PDE Example 2: 50 sets of parameters to be identified are generated randomly within the range of the preset parameters shown in Table 1 . The corresponding response output is generated by the forward dynamic model (4) and the randomly generated multi-joint manipulator excitation, and 2% random measurement error is added. PDE, genetic algorithm (GE) and differential evolution algorithm (DE) are used for identification calculation, where the population size of DE is 50, and the maximum evolutionary algebra is 500 (DE1); the population size of DE is 500, and the maximum evolutionary algebra is 50 (DE2). GE takes the population size of 500, and its maximum number of iterations is 50. The identification of the centroid position and mass under the PDE algorithm is shown in Figure  4 . The mean absolute error and relative error of different methods are shown in Table 3 .
The absolute error Ea and the normalized error mean value Em defined as (15) are used for error statistics. In (15), rx is the range of parameter, (p) denotes the p th identification simulation experiment, k denotes the total experiment times. The normalized error is shown in Figure 4 . In order to facilitate the analysis, the randomly generated parameters and the statistical error results were sorted in ascending order. The normalized error results of different algorithms are shown in Figure5. ( ) ( ) Example 3: 50 sets of parameters to be identified are generated randomly within the range of the preset parameters shown in Table 1 . The corresponding response output is generated by the forward dynamic model (4) and the randomly generated multi-joint manipulator excitation, and 2% random measurement error is added. The identification results are obtained by the proposed PDE and evaluation strategy, where Nh = 20 and Nr = 30. The calculation consumption increased by 2.5% relative to entire identification process. The identification results of centroid position bt and mass mt are shown in Figure 6 . Comparison of the relative error using the evaluation strategy and without uisng evaluation strategy is shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that the identification accuracy is greatly improved by using the evaluation strategy. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new probability distribution evolution algorithm (PDE) is proposed. The simple idea is that around the parent with higher fitness, it is more prone to appear offspring with higher fitness. PDE has the following three main features: 1) Instead of using a crossover operator, candidate offspring are generated by statistical characteristics around the preferred parent. 2) Design the population distribution of candidate offspring based on the population distribution of the parent. 3) candidate offspring and parent compete together to generate offspring. The PDE algorithm achieves the global optimization of the objective function by repeated iterations of the population, the asexual propagation of the single parent, and the probability distribution of the offspring. Compared with other evolutionary algorithms, its form is more concise, and parameters are less and easy to adjust and improve. Based Figure 6 . Identification results using the proposed evaluation strategy on the examples results, PDE is equivalent to the optimization ability of the typical evolutionary algorithms such as GE and DE. Based on this, it is expected to form a new algorithm to solve the optimization problem.
The dimensionality of the inertial parameters to be identified is reduced from 10 to 4 by pseudo-inverse operation, and the pseudo-inverse solution consistency in multiple groups status is proposed as the optimal evaluation index. The results show that the method achieves the expectation, and the calculation amount in the identification process can be obviously reduced.
The purposed evaluation strategy greatly improves the performance of anti-minimum problem in complex object identification without increasing or increasing slightly the computational consumption. The simulation results show its validity and this strategy can be used in conjunction with the proposed iterative algorithm PDE. When using the strategy, the iterative algorithm does not require that the local minimum and the global minimum can be distinguished, and only require that the global optimal value is included in the filter set after iteration. This strategy may be more suitable for swarm intelligence algorithms (such as genetic algorithm, particle swarm algorithm, differential evolution algorithm, etc.) because of their advantages of the multi-point search and wide distribution of initial values.
